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I, Makayla Alexander, am on a mission to reinvent myself. So when a super hot guy boards the

plane and flashes his rock hard abs, I pay attention. When he sits next to me and offers me his nuts,

I can't resist. But when I choke on them and he tells me I need to work on my gag reflex, I realize I

might be in over my head. Before I know it we're in the lavatory and attempting to join the Mile High

Club. Let me just say this...anyone who tells you it's easy to get it on at 37,000 feet isn't telling you

the truth. After the flight attendant busts us for getting frisky in the air, the only thing that can ease

my total and complete mortification is the simple fact that I am never going to see him again. Hours

later, I can't help but wonder if fate will ever allow me to become a new version of myself.  Because

Fate, she's a fickle bitch. Case in point...my seatmate is my new next-door neighbor. No Pants

Required is a standalone romantic comedy guaranteed to heat up your summer!
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As soon as you see the cover and read the title, No Pants Required, you just know that this is going

to be a fun, flirty, sexy read from Kim Karr.I don't know about you, but with summer here I love a

good light read that will make me smile, but still has some heat to it. And that is exactly what No



Pants Required was!After a bad breakup Makayla realizes she lost herself along the way. It's time

for a change. So she moves to Laguna Beach in a quest to find herself. Her BFF Maggie, who she

is going to stay with in Cali, wants to help her loosen up a bit, find herself again, so she challenges

her with a list of tasks she needs to complete - and being a total type A personality she has never

met a list she doesn't like or need to check everything off of!Now she is off on a plane to start over.

And wouldn't you know it a total HOTTIE sits next to her on the plane. A sexy stranger with a dirty

mouth and a talent to turn everything into sexual innuendos! Is the mile high club in their future?

(After all that would check an item off the list!) But all is good because Makayla will never see this

man again once they land. Right? Bahahaha... of course that is NOT right! This sex on a stick man

is Maggie's next door neighbor - looks like there is no escaping him. And really with the sexual

chemistry that ignites when they are near, this should be a good thing!I was in love with how these

characters were written. Makayla has such a quirky, fun voice! She is so easy to relate to. Having

her life shaken up, needing to reinvent herself, seeing her insecurities - all something most of us can

relate to. And swoonworthy Camden... *sigh* please come find me and read to me!!!! Both come to

the party with baggage, but they make each other stronger.

4.9 starsMakayla is bored with her New York life.Well, it's more like her ex-fiancÃ© was probably

bored with her - but that's only a guess on her part, because she found him ... well - not telling you

that â˜ºBut now that she's thinking about things, maybe she should change her life a bit. Maybe just

try to live a different life for a while. Find herself and all that crap. She hates her boss, she hates

being single and alone. Maybe trying a carefree life in California doesn't sound all that bad.Off she

goes. To live with her bestie Maggie in her Laguna Beach beach-house!Maggie knows how much

Makayla loves order and rules and she gives her a list of ten things to do while starting her new life.

Things like have sex with a stranger, have sex on a plane, buy a vibrator, read an erotic novel in a

public place et cetera.She meets Camden on the plane.The same Camden she witnessed getting

blown by this Megan Fox lookalike last night - while Makayla was hiding under a table at a club!And

not only is he sitting next to her on the plane - and doing fun and sexy things with her on that flight,

nope - he's also her new neighbor in Laguna Beach!!!!Both Cam and Makayla have had their hearts

broken by exes and as we all know, the best way to get over someone is to get under someone

new!Friends with benefits - here we come!But can they both do that without feelings getting

involved?WHAT WiLL HAPPEN TO MAKAYLA & CAMDEN????WiLL THERE BE A HEA FOR

THEM IN CALIFORNIA?I'm not telling you that of

course.._____________________________________Every time a new Kim Karr book arrives on



my kindle, I'm totally excited.
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